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Abstract— Machine-to-machine (M2M) 

communications is a subset that enables 

networked devices to exchange information 

among each other as well as with business 

application servers. In this paper, the analysis 

and the system implementation of the specific 

industrial automation application such as power 

plant is depicted. At present, industrial 

application field such as Nuclear Power Plant 

(NPP) faces several issues in security and the 

devices lack in neural analysis are discussed in 

this paper. Neural Support Algorithm (NSA) is 

designed to support the integration of neural 

analysis and neural learning of things with 

secured communication. The neural analysis of 

the devices in NPP can be done by categorization 

technique which functions based on set of 

parameters. Neural learning of devices can be 

empowered by redistributing the set of received 

suggestions and finding out the best rated solution 

then store it into the available heuristics. 

Keywords— Machine to Machine (M2M), Nuclear 

Power Plant (NPP), Heuristics, Neural Support 

Algorithm (NSA). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as the 

network of highly connected various kind of devices 

such as smart sensors, actuators, smartphones, RFID 

tags, backend servers, etc.. Machine to Machine 

(M2M) Communication enables those interconnected 

network of heterogeneous objects to interact and 

exchange information among each other and 

therefore creates the IoT environment practically 

possible. Machine to Machine (M2M) 

Communication made the practical realization of 

interconnected intelligent devices to communicate 

information and to coordinate decisions. M2M 

Communications are realized through a range of 

technologies and networks of various devices. IoT 

enables any physical objects to be connected and 

provides smart communication between those 

connected devices through M2M communication in 

order to reduce human intervention.  

Even though the devices connected together in IoT 

environment generates smartness in information and 

communication technologies, they still facing several 

challenges in their technical and application aspects. 

A huge amount of interconnected objects as 

envisioned for the IoT will create a major challenges 

in terms of security in data exchange, privacy 

concern, constrained resources, device heterogeneity, 

sensor anonymity, decision making support and so 

on.  A fundamental challenge in M2M 

communication is that ever increasing number of 

connected devices.  

Decision support systems are still a major problem in 

machine to machine interaction network i.e., IoT 

since they highly aim to reduce the human 

interventions during their communication. 

To overcome the decision support limitations of 

interconnected devices in the Nuclear Power Plant 

(NPP), Neural Support Algorithm (NSA) which 

integrates several existing neural network 
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functionalities have been proposed. The aim of this 

paper is to suggest several integrated neural network 

algorithms into devices to improve their decision 

making support while devices provides 

communication among themselves in IoT 

environment such as Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). To 

enhance the best possible secured way of 

communication among Machine-to-Machine 

interactions in NPP. 

II. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the analysis and design study of 

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) a very sensible industrial 

application area is considered. Nuclear Power Plant 

(NPP) is the field of highly interconnected devices 

where the device that are embedded into the power 

plant station such as sensors, back-end server, mobile 

devices, actuators, etc… can provide communication 

among themselves and assures the better way of data 

processing. 

Nuclear Power Plants enabling M2M 

Communication: 

The nuclear industry and government organizations 

are showing an increasing interest in the 

implementation of NPP. Many nuclear power plants 

have increased their availability factors by more than 

10 percent over the last decade and they aim to reach 

availability levels well above 80%. Nuclear energy is 

a major part of power generation mix of many 

countries in the world. More than 430 nuclear power 

plants (NPPs) are operating and spreading all over 

the inhabited land.   

The Power plant chamber holds diverse set of sensing 

elements which maintains a uninterrupted data 

communication with the power plant’s back-end 

server for intimating and updating the process occurs 

inside the chambers. Sensors with heterogeneous 

functionality provide their individual process acts as 

an input device that initiates M2M communication in 

the field of NPP. Here those input elements and the 

server device make processing to minimize the 

human intervention. Although there were only a few 

NPPs accidents, social and environmental impacts 

were too high.  

Several impacts have made the nuclear power safety 

a controversial issue. Computer technology is fast 

evolving and ever changing. What is considered to be 

‘state-of the-art’ one year can become outdated and 

classified as obsolete a few years later. One of the 

challenges facing the IT organization is to provide 

power plant users with software that fills their needs 

and also stands the test of time.   

From the existing process the fundamental safety 

objective of protecting people through NPP by 

individually and collectively and the environment has 

to be achieved without unduly limiting the operation 

of facilities or the conduct of activities that give rise 

to radiation risks. First the network needs to improve 

the scalability to support various participants this 

system involves huge hardware/software investments 

and high maintenance cost. The network site should 

customize the access control to see which seekers can 

see which part of the data shared.  

Data fusion is termed as binding together data from 

multiple sources to create new sight. Browsing 

through a large data set would be difficult and time 

consuming. Due to Increase in the amount of data in 

the field of applications, environmental research and 

many others, it has become difficult to find, analyze 

patterns, associations within such large data. The data 

are measured as solutions or suggestions. Several 

suggestions are stored in research center as a track 

record when needed the data can be collected. The 

need for the suggestions is requested when fault 

occurs. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

To overcome the limitations in the existing system, 

Neural Analysis and Neural Learning is provided to 

the specific NPP through Neural support algorithm 

(NSA). It also enhances decision making support to 

the devices to solve the newly occurred problems in 

the power plant station. 

Heuristic Problem Solving 

In Nuclear Power Plant stations, several unidentified 

problems may occur during its process. At present 

those kinds of issues requires an expert in the power 

plant to feed the appropriate solution to the problem. 

Heuristic Problem Solving methodology into the 

database servers of the NPP enables the devices to 

find and rend the relevant solution to the problem that 

occurs in an instant.  

Heuristics problem solving maintains a record of 

possible problems history along with their relevant 
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optimal solution in the back-end database servers of 

NPP, which in turn helps the devices to recognize the 

absolute solution for any possible problem. Heuristics 

record maintenance highly helps to minimize the 

human intercession. 

Neural Support Algorithm 

Neural analysis process facilitates the things or 

devices to be capable of providing decision support 

towards massive storage of data. Several neural 

network training functions are depicted into the 

proposed neural support algorithm to generate out the 

neural analysis among the devices. 

Processing Steps of NSA: 

• Neural network training functions are organized 

in order to provide neural analysis to the devices

• Newly occurred problem gathered from the 

sensing elements are send as a request to the 

cloud database server from the spec

plant server 

• Cloud data server processes the request by send 

it to several other smart devices of various power 

plants. 

• Suggestions from all other power plants are 

clubbed and forwarded to the requested NPP.

• Fuzzy-logic system of classification 

machine learning is preferred to provide neural 

support to devices. 

• Through prediction and classification functions 

of trained neural analysis set the optimal solution 

for the problem is defined with respect to certain 

threshold limit. 

• Determined optimal solution is applied and 

verified for its feasibility. 

• Alert system is used to indicate the optimal range 

of the applied solution. 

• Best optimal solution is then stored into the 

heuristics record for the future purpose.
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                         Fig.1 Overall System Architecture

 

Fig. 1 describes the diagrammatic

the process flow. In the desired Power Plant Station, 

inputs for the process were gathered through several 

sensors which is in heterogeneous form. The 

complete process inside the station was updated to 

the backend server of the NPP. The possible 

Problems are resolved using Heuristic Problem 

solving strategy and the newly occurred problem is 

processed as a query with the help of a cloud server 

that which provides communication with several 

other expert end user devices. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System:

 

• Proposed system is not meant for single 

application. This can be used in different 

applications. 

 

• When there is prolonged use of data, instead of 

performance degradation there will be 

performance up-gradation. 

 

• Improved Problem-Solving ability through 

Heuristics. 

 

• Devices are capable of finding out the best 

solution.        
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

Effective data communication among the devices 

depicted and trained in the power plant environment 

is shown in this section by the system 

implementation using Java Server Pages (JSP) 

technology and Oracle 12c (Server Edition). Oracle 

Database 12c presents a new multitenant design that 

makes it easy to combine many databases quickly 

and manage them as a cloud service. 

The validation and the implementation results for the 

proposed methodology are given in Fig. 2 to Fig. 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Home Page             

                                                                                                                             

Fig. 3 Registration Page 

Fig. 4 Heuristic Solution 
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Fig. 6 New Problem as Query 

Fig. 7 Reply from registered Scientist through e-mail 

Fig. 8 Best-rated Solution 

Fig. 9 Stored into heuristics 

The best possible solution from the integrated cluster 

of replies from the authenticated scientists can 

analyzed and the best trained solution for the new 

problem is applied further. Then the best solution for 

the new problem can be stored in the heuristics which 

is already maintained at the backend server. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, the possible problems occurred in NPP 

are solved by using heuristic problem solving 

methodology which detects the problem and 

enhances several solutions for that problem. The 

proposed neural support Algorithm (NSA) capably 

supports the devices to solve the new undefined 

problems.  For accurate solution Neural analysis 

deals with several researchers for exact solution. 
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Then the suggestions by best researchers are rated 

and by cumulative result the solution is applied for 

the problem. Thus the NSA acts as a supporting 

process for decision making system. 
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